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Weigh Module SWB605 
PowerMount™ 

Know What’s Ahead 
PowerMount™ is a further step in leveraging POWERCELL® technology for reliable 
production, avoiding faulty batches and for quick recovery. 

Predict the performance of your weighing system at any time! SWB605 PowerMount™ using 
POWERCELL® technology monitors constantly your weighing equipment and sends out 
immediate alarm in case of failure or maintenance requirements. 

With analog weighing technology the way sometimes is fuzzy because each cell’s measurement 
is averaged and the single cell 
information is lost. 

If one analog load cells fails it 
usually goes undetected until a 
periodic calibration. 

“Driving analog load cells” 

SWB605 PowerMount™ with POWERCELL® technology delivers load cell diagnostics data and 
true digital weight values that 
can be monitored individually 
for errors!  

“Driving POWERCELL®” 

www.toledocarolina.com
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Easy Calibration with CalFree™ Plus 

PowerMount™ also features easy calibration with automated 
CalFree™ Plus. This enables calibration without test weights or where 
use of test weights is impractical.  

Recover your Tank without Recalibration 

POWERCELL® enables to replace     load cells without emptying 
and recalibrating your tank system. Instead of hours is takes 
minutes to continue production. 

POWERCELL® uses connectors. Cables can be replaced in minutes without touching the 
weighing performance at all 

Eliminating Error Sources 

With POWERCELL®, load cells are connected in a daisy chain network. 

PowerMount obsoletes junction boxes, a well-known source of weighing system failure. 
The entire system design supports the replacement of load cells and cables without 
labor-intensive recalibration for significant savings of time and effort. 

Consider upgrading analog weigh-module systems to PowerMount™ technology, which is available in 
superior accuracy up to OIML 10’000e and NTEP 10’000d to meet a variety of weighing needs. When you 
do, you will gain the benefit of predictive diagnostics, easier system maintenance, smooth weighing 
processes, and enhanced product quality. 

Of course SWB605 PowerMount™ provided best in class safety and service features make 
installations easy and failure proof. 

Contact TOLEDO CAROLINA 
for more information, or

to receive a quote. 

CONTACT US
800-649-7503

www.ToledoCarolina.com
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